School Site Council Minutes
Channel Island High School
April, 2018
Council motions to fix section 4.0.8 to be updated to correctly read what was suggested at April’s meeting
1.0 Welcome and Introduction
1.0.1 Meeting began at 6:11 pm by Dr.Senesac
2.0 2017-2018 Expenditures
2.0.1
3.0 ELAC report to SSC
3.0.1 Mr.Lopez says there is no reports
4.0 Year End Review
4.0.1 Dr. Senesac wants groups like LCAP and entire student bodys input on the SIPSA
4.0.2 Lupe Reyes suggest to the council that parents should do the surveys also possibly while they
wait in the office
4.0.3 Lupe also reports that CLinicas is not serving the students although they are being paid to so so
4.0.4 Davison suggest interns come work at school with the students who need help
4.0.5 Lupe lets us know how much money is used school wide and title one money she also gives a
breakdown of what will happen with LCAP/SIPSA survey and the order they fall in on the school
sites
4.0.6 Mrs.Salcedo ask for clarification to make sure if left over title one and LCAP money can be
used to help band but Mrs.Carbajal reminds the council that title one money and LCAP money can
not be used on music since it is not a core subject
4.0.7 Lupe tells council that money not used/processed by June 30 can not be used for services
4.0.8 Mr. Corona thanks Lupe for her help on title one and LCAP, Mr. Corona asks why the budget
balance has not changed since January, Lupe says that some charges take a few weeks to appear,
Corona asks whether that means that 90% of the budget is used in the last three months of the year,
Lupe says that the money has definitely been used and she can bring Patty to further understand the
reading of the money.
5.0
5.0.1 on SIPSA Mr. Corona says there should be more counseling for emotional and social reasons
5.0.2 Lupe suggest more academic interventions
5.0.3Mrs.Salcedo suggest to find a way to measure and see if the kids who need intervention and the
ones who it has helped (by give 2nd period teachers access and adding reading level on synergy or
being able to access prior levels from high school)
5.0.4 Lupe says the district has thought about having an intervention specialist
5.0.5 Mr.Mury want to know if the district can track what works and doesn’t, Lupe says they are
working on it through sources like Rosetta Stone
5.2 Council motions to table the vote on Preliminary Categorical budget priorities
6.0 Public Comments

6.0.1 Armando suggest promoting SSC student nominations on CI Live and having the nominations
the same day as ASB Elections
6.0.2 Dr.Senesac and Mr.Davidson suggest having another meeting to discuss the pink sheet survey
(End of Year Review)
6.0.3 Parents are concerned as they noticed when teachers are not at open house
6.0.4 Next SSC meeting on May 30, 2018 at 6pm
7.0 Closing
7.0.1 Mr. Corona motion to adjourn meeting Sharlize seconds, meeting ends at 8:17pm

